
GARDASIL VACCINE RACKET (Merck cervical cancer vaccine HPV4) 
[back] The Vaccines 

"Gardasil; it is useless and costs a fortune. In addition, decision makers at all levels 

are aware of it."----Former Merck doctor 

[The latest killer (78 have died in the USA) disguised 

as safe and effective, and a preventer, not cause, 

of Genital warts. If you want to trust them (Allopathy 

Inc) over Human Papilloma virus (HPV) then you should 

know they haven't even proven any virus causes 

hepatitis, yet have lucrative tests and even a vaccine! (see), 

and they like to use viruses as a cover for their disease causing 

products (1,2,3,4,5,6,7...), such as other vaccines (1) and drugs which are known causes of 

female cancers (1, 2, 3 & see), so with one (hidden) hand they cause the cancers, while 

with the other they sell you pseudo-cancer 'virus' insurance (see).   
    Also, not only have they suppressed dozens of non-toxic effective cancer therapies (see), they 

have suppressed many non-Allopathic cures for viral infections such as Vitamin C, known for 57 

years (1, 2), herbal medicine (1, 2), Oxygen Therapy.andElectronic Medicine.  The 

knowledge and use of which would mean no one would fear cancer (see).  

    But that would be bad for business, and the Merck killer bandits need to recoup some gold 

after their great Vioxx massacre (27,000 heart attacks and sudden cardiac deaths) caused 

by Vioxx, so another raid is in progress, and if you wanted any company to design an infertility 

vaccine (see: 1, 2) it would be Merck (1)----'Tested on 100,000 ten year old girls in 

Africa.' (1).  Not the first vaccine suspected of being used for that purpose (1).  Vaccine 

genocide shows they are capable of it, along with why they invented the HIV virus (see), while 

they took 20 years to tell everyone Pellagra wasn't caused by one (see), and they certainly don't 

want you knowing smallpox vaccination never saved a single life but was killing 25,000 infants 

every year at its height (see). 

     Not a story to inspire great confidence in this sodium borate,  Aluminium and Tween 

80 containing vaccine (see).  Run into the bushes with your kids and hide (see), a long 

tradition of African and Australian Aborigine mothers when the vaccine man calls.  

     Merck spent $841,000 for Internet ads alone relating to HPV in the first quarter of 

2006 -- months before the FDA had even approved Gardasil (1)] 

See:  Cervarix Sterilisation  Zapper quotes  Synergistic toxicity quotes 
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A father's struggle because of Gardasil by Cynthia A. Janak 

[Hilary Butler Letter re Gardasil vaccine Dec 2007] 
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[June 2007 letter by Hilary Butler re: Gardasil vaccine] Democracy, or Orson Welles' 

1984? 

[July 2007 Gardasil] The Express Newspaper - Health Reporting Malfeasance 

Exposed 

Population Reduction In this rather chilling interview about population control, 

Leuren goes into many areas that highlight what has been going 

on.http://link.brightcove.com/services/link/bcpid1632702612/bclid1632695543/bctid1

582123044   

Book 

Virus Mania. Avian Flu (H5N1), Cervical Cancer (HPV), SARS, BSE, Hepatitis C, 

AIDS, Polio. How the Medical Industry Continually Invents Epidemics, Making 

Billion-Dollar Profits at Our Expense by Torsten Engelbrecht and Claus 

Köhnlein  these alleged contagious viruses are, in fact, particles produced by the cells 

themselves as a consequence of certain stress factors such as drugs. These particles 

are then identified by antibody and PCR tests and interpreted as epidemic-causing 

viruses by doctors who have been inoculated for over 100 years by the theory that 

microbes are deadly and only modern medications and vaccines will protect us from 

virus pandemics. 

Media stories 

[2010 Aug] Vaccination against HPV is dangerous and 

unnecessary 

[2008 Oct] Gardasil Lawsuit Filed by Mid-South Firm 

[2008 Oct] U.S. Govt. Mandates Gardasil Ignoring its own 

Centers for Disease Control immunization expert, the 

government is forcing girls seeking U.S. residency to get a 

controversial cervical cancer vaccine that has been linked to 21 deaths and nearly 

10,000 adverse reactions. 

[2008] Merck's Manufacturing Problems at Gardasil Factory May be Easing, but 

There Are Still Problems 

[July 2008] Boss of drug firm behind cervical cancer jabs for schoolgirls is on board 

of Ofsted 

[Aug 2007] Experts raise worries about HPV vaccine 
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[Feb 2007] No extra warning labels for STD shots Side effects are mostly minor for 

cervical cancer vaccine, health experts say 

[Feb 2007] Lawmaker pulls back to avoid conflict on (HPV) vaccine 

[Jan 2007] Facts Behind Merck's Mandatory Vaccine Campaign to Help Pay for 

Vioxx 

[Jan 2007] Proposed Childhood Cervical Cancer Vaccine Mandate: Bad Policy, 

Questionable Science By Dawn Richardson and Rebecca Rex 

  

Dr Andrew Wakefield on HPV and H1N1 Swine Flu Vaccines Dr Andrew 

Wakefield talks about New Vaccines, HPV and the H1 N1 Vaccines. 

he mentions correspondence with Dr David Salisbury, director of immunization and 

now Chairman of WHOs SAGE committee and who also heads the WHO H1N1 

Advisory Group 

Dr Andrew Wakefield talks about New Vaccines, HPV and the H1 N1 Vaccines. He 

mentions correspondence with Dr David Salisbury, director of immunization and now 

Chairman of WHOs SAGE committee and who also heads the WHO H1N1 Advisory 

Group 

[Transcript] Since 1992 I was in correspondence, albeit intermittently, with David 

Salisbury and the Department of Health trying to prevail upon them then that we did 

not have any answers, that we had a series of questions generated by our own 

observations, and by parental reports that gave us cause for concern about the safety 

of the measles containing vaccines, and it was a very unsatisfactory relationship in as 

much that despite my repeated entreaties to Dr Salisbury there was very little response 

in return of any substance, in fact it took him 2 years to be forced into a position to 

respond and meet with me after my first letter to him. 

    Now I come to the second part of your question which was about the introduction 

of two new vaccines in the recent past and that is the cervical cancer vaccine against 

Human Papilloma virus and the Swine Flu vaccine, and I have grave misgivings about 

these as does the very doctor who was part of the senior team to oversee the 

development of the cervical cancer vaccine in the United States.  I have just been in a 

meeting with her where she has expressed major reservations about the commercial 

way in which the campaign to force this vaccine into American children has been 

conducted, and there are increasing reports of safety concerns with this vaccine.  Now, 

I ahve no experience with this vaccine, I have no detailed knowledge of it at all but if 

it is rushed to commercialisation, rushed to licensing with anything like we have heard 

then we have every reason to be concerned. 

    My concern about the swine flu vaccine in this country is that it intends to 

reintroduce a substance that was eliminated some years ago and that is Thimerosal, the 
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mercury preservative.  there is no safe level of Thimerosal, and there is most certainly no safe 

level to be given in an untested fashion to pregnant women or to infants, so why in heavens name 

is this now being reintroduced?  

    And the other concern with the vaccines to be used in this country is the presence 

of Squalene, a substance, an oily substance that is used to boost the immune response, 

what is called an adjuvant, and again there have been major concerns about the safety 

of this adjuvant, as it was used in theAnthrax vaccine in the Gulf War, and despite 

continuous denial that Gulf War Syndrome was an entity in soldiers, it has now 

becoming increasingly accepted, broadly accepted, that GWS is real and that it is 

related to the vaccines and other toxins that the soldiers were given. 
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 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_13plsrydPY#t=12 

[It's real it's on CNN] Gardasil WARNING! - CNN Report 8.11.8 
  

Sandy's excellent poem 

  

GARDASIL?! 

 

Come here dear little children 

Now you’re nine years old 

We want the very best for you 

So please be brave and bold 

... 

When you get this little jab 

It’ll give you some pain 

But it’ll be so good for you 

Tho’ it might affect your brain 



 

It gives your little bodies  

Such a healthy feast: 

Aluminium and histidine 

Some virus strains and yeast 

 

There’s polysorbate 80  

But we don’t mind at all 

The nurses here will catch you 

If you do faint or fall 

 

There’s borax which kills cockroaches 

No joking, it is true 

But the experts have told us  

That it surely won’t kill you 

 

There are many thousands 

Of side effects we hear 

But we hope that you’ll be lucky 

And have nothing to fear 

 

In fact nobody knows  

If the jab will prevent 

Any type of cancer  

In any event 

 

Some medical experts  

Do in fact declare 

That the jab may give you cancer 

And they don’t know if it’s rare 

 

We really want some grandchildren 

When you become mature 

The jab may make you sterile 

Tho’ nobody is sure! 

  

We should send it to Meck, FDA, CDC and Obama what do you say?? 
 


